
The Great Drought is an old Australian story about how 
we all need to work together when things get difficult.  
In this pack, you will learn about Australia and the 
unique animals that call it their home!
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In Brief

1 Literacy lesson ideas
  This month’s stories might have some words that you haven’t come across before. Don’t 
worry, just look them up in the Glossary section – it’s a great way to build your vocabulary!

  The Class Discussion Sheet has questions about the way the animals behaved in this 
month’s story, and the lessons we can learn from them. It’s a great way to start a talk about 
cooperation and taking care of the environment!

  On this month’s Reading Comprehension Sheet, see if you can spot an adjective and 
adverb, as well as some Aboriginal words!

  Can you retell the legend of ‘The Great Drought’? Write in what happened on the 
Storyboard – it’s a fun way to use your composition and comprehension skills!

  The Story Structure Sheet will help you to figure out the most important things about  
‘The Great Drought’.

 
  The Story Sequencing Sheet challenges you to put the events from this month’s story back 
in the right order. Can you do it?

  You can create new Australian adventures using the colourful Story Cards! Cut them out, 
shuffle them and put them face-down. Draw one card to see who the main character is, and 
a problem that they face. Then, draw a card each time you need to find out who shows up  
in the story next – to help or hinder the hero!

  See if you can find all of the Australian animals hidden in the Outback Word Search!  
    
          Continued on page 2...
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2 Geography Lesson Ideas

  Australia is one of the world’s most unique and interesting continents. The Curious About 
Australia! page is packed with cool facts that will amaze you!

    How good are you at finding things out? Use your research skills to fill in the facts on  
the Australia Fact Finder sheet, using books or online sources.

Science lesson ideas3
  Marsupials are weird and wonderful creatures that live in Australia. The Marsupial Info 
Cards will teach you all kinds of fun facts about six of the most interesting ones...

  After reading the Marsupial Info Cards, see if you can work out where different 
creatures hang out on the Where Animals Live! worksheet. You can expand on the 
theme by creating a list of other animals from around the world and where they like  
to live!

  Animals might be different from each other, but they all need some important things! 
Circle the most vital things on the What Do Animals Need? page. This exercise can  
also be expanded to explore how we all have basic needs! 

  

PSHE lesson ideas4
  In the story, the animals held a corroboree to work out what to do about the drought.  
A corroboree is an Aboriginal Australian meeting where people get together and discuss 
things. Why not hold a corroboree where you and your classmates talk about issues 
facing your area? Create a worksheet where you can write down ideas about what  
you can do to make your community a better place!
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5 Art Lesson Ideas

  Make your very own moveable marsupials! All you need are some paper fasteners,  
a nail, and the cut-out body parts from the Paper Fastener Animals pages!

    Have a go at colouring in the world’s biggest and fastest living marsupial on the  
Colour a Roo! sheet.

  You have learned a lot about Australian animals in this pack, so why not make up one  
of your own? Draw it and fill in its details on the Make Up an Aussie Animal page. 
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Don’t know a word in a story?  
Find out what it means here!

STOrYTIME 
GLOSSArY

The Great Drought (Page 6)

 Billabongs – Australian ponds

 Seldom – rarely

 Dusty – covered with dust

 Moisture – wetness

 Greedily – in a greedy way

 Squawked – said in a loud way

 Cracked – with cracks in

 Squirmed – wriggled

 Grub – wormlike baby insect

 Gushed out – squirted out

 Sprouted – grew

The Chariot Race (Page 10)

 Chariots – horse carts used for racing

 Thunder past – go past making loud noise 

 Hooves – big hard nails on horse’s feet

 Charioteer – chariot-driver

 Reins – straps used to control horses 

 Stallion – male horse

 Cart – small wagon

 Glared – stared angrily

 Valuable – worth a lot 

 Brim – sticking-out edge of hat or helmet

 Thrill – excitement 

 Sling – piece of cloth that holds something

 Scowled – frowned angrily

 Gulped – swallowed

 Crunch – a noise made by things crashing

 Audience – crowd watching something

 Veered away – steered away suddenly

 Stung – slightly hurt

Nadia, Who Dreamed of Flying! (Page 15)

 Tomboy – girl who likes being active

 Charging through – running through

   Uneven bars – pairs of bars used in 

gymnastics – each is a different height

 Boastful – proud

 Cartwheels – sideways handstands

 Droopy – hanging down

 Leotard – stretchy clothing for gymnasts 

 Gracefully – in a smooth and beautiful way

 Tumbled off – fell off

 Rehearsed – practised 

 Erupted – suddenly exploded

 Overjoyed – very happy

 Generation – age-group 

 Achievements – things she has done

The Monkey King (Page 20)

 Hatched – broke open

 Rank – importance

 Heavenly – belonging to heaven 

 Gobbled – greedily ate

 Scrolls – rolled-up pieces of paper

 Protector – person who protects

 Littered with – covered with

 Goblets – fancy glasses 

 Chatter out – say in a monkey-like way

 Campfire – fire used when camping 

 Dozing off – going to sleep

 Legendary – famous in legends 

 Fiery – with flames coming out 

 Demoness – lady demon

 Immortality – living forever 

1 OF 2
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STOrYTIME 
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The Step-Sisters (Page 28)

   Bossed her around – rudely told her  

what to do

 Frumpy – unstylish

 Snapped – said in an angry say

 Clattered – went while making noise

 Flyers – small printed adverts 

 Flute – kind of musical instrument

The Sister of the Sun (Page 30)

 Contest – competition 

 Furthest – the greatest distance

 Pierced – gone through

 Knapsack – bag

 Mansion – big fancy house 

 Pecking – poking with their beaks

 Dazzled – briefly blinded 

 Rafters – beams supporting the roof

 Honoured – treated very well

  
The Elephant Who Lost Her Patience 
(Page 36)

 Talkative – talking a lot

 Nattering – speaking annoyingly

 Swatted – quickly hit

 Clumpy – big and awkward

 Temper – good mood

 Rumbled – said in a low, powerful way

The Sea Lord’s Gift (Page 39)

 Elderly – old

 Shack – small roughly-built house

   Weathervane – device that points in  

the direction the wind is blowing from

 Tufts – small bunches  

 Barrels – round wooden containers

 Murmur – gentle noise

 Howling – making a sound like ‘howl’

 Waded – walked through water

 Junket – a kind of dessert made from milk

 Storey – level

 Boatloads – boats full

 Greedy – wanting a lot of things

2 OF 2

There are 140 
species of snakes 

in Australia!



This month’s myth is a great tale about animals 
working together! Can you answer all the 
questions about the story below?
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CLASS DISCUSSION SHEET

Text Questions

1.  ‘The Great Drought’ is a story from the Aboriginal peoples of Australia.  

Based on this story, what do you think Aboriginal peoples were often  

worried about? 

2.  There are many different creatures in this story, but they all work together 

to get the water back. Why do you think they cooperate?

3.  When the animals had a problem, they held corroborees (big meetings) to 

talk about what do. Why do you think talking with others can be a good 

way to solve problems?

4.  Do you think that this story has a lesson to teach us humans? What do  

you think that could be? 

5.  There are many Australian animals in ‘The Great Drought’, but can you 

think of any others that could also have been in it?

Write it!

Answers: . 1. Australia can be very dry, and so the Aboriginal peoples were often worried about droughts – just like 
the animals in the story! 2. The animals worked together because the drought affected all of them. 3. Meetings can be 
useful because you can get lots of ideas from everybody. 4. This tale could teach us that if one person is too greedy, 
it makes things bad for everybody else. 5. Australian animals that could have been included are emus, cassowaries, 
dingoes, Tasmanian devils, saltwater crocodiles and funnel-web spiders. 

What do you think 
was going through 
the frog’s mind when 
the kookaburra  
tried to make  
him laugh?



Answers: 1. The adjective that means ‘very full and fat’ is bloated. 
Do you think it sounds a bit ‘full and fat’? 2. A billabong is muddy at 
the bottom and can sometimes be dry. A billabong is a kind of pond 
found in Australia, and they sometimes dry up. 3. Greedily.  
Odd Word Out! Ukelele is not Australian – it is a Hawaiian word!  
A woomera is a spear-thrower, a didgeridoo is a musical instrument, 
a boomerang is a throwing stick and a corroboree is a meeting. 
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Learn some new words from this month’s extract – including an adjective 
and an adverb. Plus, can you work out which word isn’t Aboriginal?

At long last, the frilled lizard found a huge, bloated frog sitting in a mudhole 

at the bottom of a dry billabong. The great amphibian had swallowed all of 

the water in the world!

The animals gathered around the frog and begged him to give back some 

of the water he had greedily drunk. However, the frog did not listen. Instead, 

he just blinked at them with his great green eyes.

1.  There is an adjective (describing word) in the extract that you might  

not know, and it means ‘very full and fat’.  

Can you guess which word it is?

2.  Billabong is an Aboriginal Australian word 

that you might not know. What two things 

can you work out about a billabong from 

the extract? What do you think a billabong 

might be?

3.  Can you find the adverb (word that 

describes how somebody did something)  

in the extract? What is it?

ODD WORD OUT! The word ‘billabong’ is an Australian Aboriginal word, but there are of course many others! Which one  of the words below do  you think is not Aboriginal? WOOMERA  
DIDGERIDOO
UKELELE
BOOMERANG
CORROBOREE



StorytimeTM

Teaching ResourcesRetell the story of ‘The Great Drought’ by writing in  
what happened on the colourful storyboard below!

1

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

2

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

3

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 

4

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________ 
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Name                                                                          Class            



Who are the main characters in the story?

What is the solution?

How does the story end?

Where is the story set?

When is the story set?

StorytimeTM

Teaching ResourcesStory Structure Sheet

Name                                                                         Class            

What is the main problem in the story?
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Somebody has mixed up the 
events of this month’s myth –  
can put them back in order?

Story Sequencing Sheet

The animals decided to go and see if they could find out what had 
happened to all of the water.

The animals decided to hold a great meeting, called a corroboree,  
to decide what they should do.

The gathered animals begged the frog to give back the water,  
but he just stared at them and licked his eyes with his tongue.

The next to try was the frilled lizard, who danced and showed off 
for the frog. The amphibian didn’t even chuckle.

The eel wriggled around in a funny way and tickled the frog with  
his tail. The amphibian began to laugh!

Water began gushing out of the frog’s mouth. It filled the billabong 
and the rivers. Plants began to grow, turning the land green again!

The animals were glad that the great drought was finally over!  
They danced for joy in the rain.

The kookaburra said that the frog might release the water if they 
could make him laugh. The bird tried to do this, but didn’t succeed.

The eel who lived underneath the mud said that he would try to  
make the frog laugh.

In the Dreamtime, a great drought hit Australia. The animals 
were worried about not having enough water to drink!

The frilled lizard finally found a big frog at the bottom of a dry 
billabong. He had drunk all of the water in the world!
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Story Cards
Cut out these cards to make up another animal adventure! Shuffle the cards 
and pick one – that animal will be the main character! Start telling the story, 
and draw a card to see who shows up next...

FR
OG

FR
ILL

ED
 LI

ZA
RD

 

PLATYPUS

GO
AN

NA

KA
NG

AR
OO

KO
AL

A

TH
YL

AC
INE

KO
OK

AB
UR

RA



Can you find all of the Australian animals from our story  

in this word search? See if you can spot them all!
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OUTBACk WOrD SEArCH
Answer:                                 The hidden animal 
          is the PLATYPUS!

T E E L K C A T I P G

J H U I W O M B A T H

U P Y I F N A B R W P

Q L C L S R A L O A D

K A N G A R O O A L Y

L T W O R C A G S L J

U Y G H W M I C B A O

N P E C H I D N A B N

T U D N D F B K E Y D

P S N A K E Z R F R L

KANGAROO
THYLACINE
KOALA
WOMBAT

SNAKE
ECHIDNA
WALLABY
FROG

Can you find a certain duck-billed 

animal hidden in the word search?  

Who is he?

TEELKCATIPG

JHUIWOMBATH

UPYIFNABRWP

QLCLSRALOAD

KANGAROOALY

LTWORCAGSLJ

UYGHWMICBAO

NPECHIDNABN

TUDNDFBKEYD

PSNAKEZRFRL
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Australia is an amazing continent, and the animals in our story all live  
there! Here are some fascinating facts about the ‘land down under’... 

Curious about Australia!

Australia is the 
world’s smallest 

continent! The others 
are Africa, Antarctica, 
Asia, Europe, North 
America and South 

America.

Australia is also  
the oldest continent! 

Some parts of it  
are more that  

4.4 BILLION 
years old!

It is very dry in 
Australia! It has few 
rivers, and more 
than a third 

of it is desert.

In the middle of 
Australia is Uluru  
(Ayers Rock), the 

largest free-standing 
rock in the world. It’s 
348m tall and 
almost 10km 

around!

Australia is home  
to mammals called 
marsupials, who 
keep their babies in 

pouches. The American 
opossum is the only 

marsupial that doesn’t 
come from Australia.

Platypuses and 
echidnas are both 

monotremes. 
Monotremes are  

the only mammals that  
lay eggs, and they  
can only be found  

in Australia!

Off the  
northeastern  

coast of Australia  
is the Great 

Barrier Reef. It is 
the world’s largest 

reef, and thousands of 
species live there.

The native peoples  
of Australia are called 
Aboriginals. They 

are skilled at surviving 
in the continent’s 

harsh environment.

Approximately  
90% of the 

animals native  
to Australia are 

found nowhere else – 
including the kangaroo, 

koala, platypus, 
echidna and wombat.
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Australia is a VERY interesting country! Can you fill in the details on it below? 
Maybe you will know some of these facts already, but you can also look up 
this information in books or online to make sure you get everything right! 

Australia fact finder
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Name                                                                         Class            

Australia’s capital is                           . 

Its largest city is                               .
 

               million people live in Australia! 
 
The main language spoken in Australia 

is                                                    . Australia’s national animal is the 
                      . Draw one here!

Colour in the Australian flag!

Can you circle Australia on this map 
of the world?

FUN FACTS I FOUND OUT ABOUT AUSTRALIA:
1.                                                                is a popular sport in Australia. 
2.                                                                          is a famous Australian. 
3. A famous place in Australia is:                                                              .

Answers: Australia’s capital is Canberra, and its biggest city is Sydney. 25 million people live in Australia, and 
the main language spoken there is English. The Australian national animal is the kangaroo. Australia is the blue 
continent on the map! 



Platypus 
Where does it live?  
In rivers and streams
What does it eat?  
Insects, worms and crayfish
Awesome Aussie fact: The platypus 
confused scientists at first because  
it looks like a cross between a duck 
and a beaver! The females lay eggs, 
and the males have poisonous claws!

Koala 
Where does it live? Forests  
of eucalyptus trees
What does it eat?  
Mostly eucalyptus leaves!
Awesome Aussie fact: They are 
sometimes called koala bears –  
but they are marsupials, not bears! 
They sleep for 18 or more hours a day.

Wallaby 
Where does it live?  
In forests and rocky hills in  
Australia and New Guinea
What does it eat?  
Leaves and grasses
Awesome Aussie fact: Wallabies look 
like little kangaroos, and there are 
dozens of different kinds! They can 
defend themselves with powerful kicks. 

Red Kangaroo 
Where does it live?  
In grassland, scrub  
and desert
What does it eat?  
Grass and other plants
Awesome Aussie fact: 
They are the biggest and fastest living 
marsupials! They can bounce along at 
up to 70 kilometres per hour.

Wombat 
Where does it live?  
Forests, grasslands  
and mountains
What does it eat? Grasses,  
leaves, bark and roots
Awesome Aussie fact: Wombats  
are champion diggers. They are  
the only animals in the world that  
do cube-shaped poos!

Thylacine 
Where did it live? 
Forests and wetlands 
What did it eat?  
Other animals!
Awesome Aussie fact: Though it had 
stripes, ate meat and was called a 
‘Tasmanian tiger’, it was actually a 
marsupial. It is believed to be extinct,  
and the last one in a zoo died in 1936.
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Would you like to find out more about the animals from our  
story? Why not print and cut out these fact-packed cards!



The wilderness in Australia is often called ‘the bush’, and it is home to many 
creatures! Can you work out which animal lives in which part of the bush?
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WHERE ANIMALS LIVE!

Name                                                                   Class                  

A. Koala B. Kangaroo C. Eel

D. Wombat E. Platypus

1. In grasslands

5. In a burrow

2. In a stream 3. In a billabong

       4. In a eucalyptus tree

Answers: 1. B, 2. E, 
3. C, 4. A, 5. D.



Animals need several things so they can live 
healthy and happy lives! Can you circle the  
five most important things that animals need 
from the group below?

Some things to think about! 
  Different animals need different foods! Platypus mainly eat worms and insects, but koalas can only eat leaves (mostly from eucalyptus trees!)  Some animals don’t need to drink water because they can get it from  the food they eat!
  Different animals need different amounts of space! Some can be happy  in quite small areas, but others like to roam over huge territories.

A

Air

B

WiFi

C

Car

D

Shelter

E

Food

F

Water

G

Heat

H

Electricity
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WHAT DO  
ANIMALS NEED?

StorytimeTM

Teaching Resources

Answers: Animals need A, D, E, F and G.

I wish I had 

some air 

conditioning!
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The Great Drought: paper fastener Animals 1
Make cool moveable paper puppets of three fun Australian  
animals! Just cut out the parts and use a nail to carefully poke a hole 
wherever there is a little circle. Use paper fasteners to join the heads,  
tails and limbs onto the bodies. 
You can move the body parts around, or even mix up bits of different 
animals! Can you come up with a creature even weirder than a platypus?

Platypus
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Kangaroo
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Generous
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Wombat
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COLOUr A rOO!

WHAT’S IN THE POUCH? 
Kangaroos, like most marsupials, keep their babies safe in a pouch on their bodies.  
(A baby marsupial is called a joey.) Wombats have pouches that face towards the  
rear – this is so they don’t fill up with dirt when they dig!



Imagine that you are a scientist who has discovered a new Australian 

animal. What do you want it to be – a marsupial mammal, a reptile, a 

bird or an insect? Use your imagination! Draw what it looks like below, 

and give it a catchy name.
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Name                                                                         Class            

MAkE UP AN AUSSIE ANIMAL!

My animal is called a                                                                                     . 
It lives in the                                         and mostly eats                              . 


